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Introduction 

The large and during recent years steadily increasing number of radiation protection 

quantities may cause a confusing situation for the applicant. The complexity is reduced if it is 

recognized that our understanding of the biological effects of exposure to ionizing radiation is 

constantly developing and, thus, the functions, roles and definitions of quantities are 

modified. Quantities in the field of radiation protection have been introduced to meet two 

different needs apart from standardization: risk estimation and operational measurement. The 

“limiting” or “protection quantities” are defined by the International Commission on 

Radiological Protection (ICRP) in order to relate the radiation risk to a single dose quantity 

which takes account of the human as a receptor, of the different radiation sensitivities of 

various organs and tissues as well as the different radiation qualities [1]. Limiting quantities 

are not directly measurable and the International Commission on Radiation Units and 

Measurement (ICRU) has therefore developed “operational quantities”. It was agreed in 

ICRU Report 43 that a quantity suitable for metrology should be unified, i.e. the same for all 

radiation types, relatable to and failsafe for protection quantities, additive, defined at a point, 

relatable to an appropriate, though in some cases very simplified phantom of the human body, 

and directly measurable. 

Harvey & Portal [2] gave an illustrative analogy featuring road safety to further clarify 

the complex situation in radiation protection with three classes of quantities. A complex 

parameter related to speed as well as vehicle and road conditions would certainly give a good 

indication of the risk of an accident, but would be completely unsuitable for routine 

application. The value of the quantity could not easily be linked by practical instrumentation 



to legal standards of time, length and mass, apart from principle difficulties in measuring such 

a parameter. However, velocity can be measured with relatively simple devices and can, in 

principle, be made failsafe for the more complex parameter. The concession one has to make 

is that the situation probably becomes over-safe when conditions are good. The pictorial 

analogy to radiation protection is the following: operational quantities shall serve as a 

conservative and directly measurable estimate of protection quantities by which limits are 

stated. We will see later that this requirement is not always fulfilled in practical applications. 

 

Definition of the Ambient Dose Equivalent H*(d) 

For the purposes of routine radiation protection, it is desirable to characterize the 

potential irradiation of individuals in terms of a single dose equivalent quantity that would 

exist in a phantom approximating the human body. The phantom selected is the so-called 

ICRU sphere for made of 30-cm-diameter tissue-equivalent plastics with a density of 1 g/cm3 

and a mass composition of 76.2 % oxygen, 11.1 % carbon, 10.1 % hydrogen and 2.6 % 

nitrogen. The “ambient dose equivalent”, H*(d), at a point in a radiation field is the dose 

equivalent that would be produced by the corresponding expanded and aligned field at a depth 

d in the ICRU sphere, on the radius opposing the direction of the aligned field. In an 

expanded field the fluence and its directional and energy distribution have the same values 

throughout the volume of interest as in the actual field at the point of reference. An expanded 

and aligned radiation field requires additionally that the fluence is unidirectional. For strongly 

penetrating radiations a reference depth, d, of 10 mm was recommended. 

 

Application of H*(10) onboard Aircraft? 

Our analysis on the applicability of the H*(10)-concept to in-flight dosimetry has to 

include two steps. Firstly, we need to investigate the appropriateness of dose equivalent in 

complexly mixed radiation fields. Secondly, the selection of the reference depth, d, of 10 mm 

must be discussed. Afterwards we shall be able to answer the question if the philosophy of 

H*(d) is a reliable method to estimate risk-related whole-body protection quantities. 

The definition of dose equivalent is based on the quality factor, Q, which is related to 

the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the radiation of interest. As the radiation climate 

onboard aircraft is composed of several particle types and energies, the assessment of the 

quality factor becomes extremely complex and would, in principle, imply the determination of 

the energy and LET spectra of all radiations involved. It is immediately clear that this task 

cannot be achieved in routine dosimetry. 



Apart from metrological difficulties, it is questionable if the quality factor sufficiently 

considers the different radiation qualities in order to ensure adequate radiation protection. 

Major fractions of the dose accumulated in-flight are deposited by neutrons and protons in a 

broad energy range of several orders of magnitude [3]. Interaction processes within the human 

body lead to a significant modification of the primary particle spectrum. Depending on the 

energy of the incident particles, the reaction products include charged particles and photons. If 

H*(10) is used, the quality factor is determined in a depth of 10 mm and the alteration of the 

spectral composition is thereby neglected. 
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Figure 1. Depth distribution of dose equivalent measured onboard a series of eight return 

flights Cologne-Washington, DC. 

 

A reference depth of 10 mm was recommended for strongly penetrating radiation, as 

the ICRU believed that the maximum dose equivalent occurs in this depth. To verify this 

assumption and measure the depth distribution of the dose equivalent onboard aircraft, we 

used polyethylene spheres of different diameters equipped with small thermoluminescent 

detectors (TLDs) of the commercial type TLD-700 (7LiF: Mg, Ti) in their centres. The TLDs 

were evaluated according to the High-Temperature Ratio (HTR) Method [4-5] developed at 

the Atomic Institute. This method utilizes the well-investigated relative intensity of the 

combined high-temperature glow peaks 6 and 7 compared with the dominant peak 5 [3] as an 

indication of the dose-average LET and from it calculates the quality factor of a mixed 

radiation field of unknown composition. Figure 1 shows the depth dose distribution recorded 

onboard a series of eight trans-atlantic flights between Cologne and Washington [6]. It is 



clearly visible that the maximum dose equivalent appears in a depth of 50 to 60 mm rather 

than 10 mm, implying that H*(10) underestimates the actual whole-body radiation exposure. 

For the space radiation environment the skin dose equivalent appears to be a 

conservative estimate of the whole-body effective dose. Figure 2 displays the dose equivalent 

profile measured in different depths of a water-filled phantom body onboard the Russian 

Space Station Mir [7]. 
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Figure 2. Depth distribution of dose equivalent measured onboard Space Station Mir 

perpendicular to the spacecraft hull. 

 

The discussion and the carried out experiments demonstrated that the philosophy of 

H*(10) leads to an underestimation of the whole-body radiation exposure when applied 

onboard aircraft and in space. It therefore has to be considered to introduce a new concept that 

could be based on microdosimetric principles, offering the unique potential of a more direct 

correlation to radiobiological parameters. 
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